U,,,,, denotes the ring {x E K 11x1 E (R, S)}. In partitcular, Uro,S1 and U,O,Sj are disks, the first one closed, the second, open. r, is the circle {xEKjIxl=R}.
R denotes the completion of the algebraic closure of K. o(R,,j denotes the set {xEE?]IxIE(R,S)} d an is called the extension of the ring UtR,Sj. The function f(x, ,..., XJ is called holomorphic in the Cartesian product l-K= 1 U(Ri,Si)' f t i i can be represented by the Laurent series J-6 I)..., x")= s Ck,,..?,,)eZ" Uk ,.'. k,Xfl *** xk,, for each r = (r i ,..., r,), ri E (Ri, S,), i = l,..., n. In particular, if any of the rings is a disk, then series (1) is a power series in the corresponding variable.
Iff(x) = C~z-oo akxk, x E UtR,Sj, then for t E (R, S) we define df, t, = yf-2 lak 1 tk3 udf t) = max{k E z ( lakl tk =,udf t)},
AUXILIARY ASSERTIONS
First we note an evident property of Laurent series analogous to Abel's theorem for power series: LEMMA 1. In order for series (1) to converge in the domain u W,.S,) x U~RZ,SI, x *.* x Uuf,,S",~ it is suflcient that for each rl > 1 there exists N such that the inequalities la k,. . .k,i R:' -a. R;" < ?j lk,l+~..+lk,l 3 la k,. . .k,l %' a*' sin < rj Ik,l+...+ll,l are truefor lkll + Ik21 + --. + l&l > N.
The following lemma embraces the essential part of the proofs of the next theorems. 
2: L' CkqiXiyk keZn FZ converges in the domain
(6) ProoJ 1. Let t E (R, S). If we show that for every q > 1 there exists N > 0 such that IkJ > N*p(ak, t)rk < ?fk',
then we obtain the assertion of the lemma at once. In fact, from (3) it follows that lck,i( ti <hdak, t).
Putting this into (7), we obtain Ikl > N* (c~,~[ tirk < r,lk'.
Since t and r are arbitrary, from here in view of Lemma 1 it follows that series (5) converges in the domain (6) which had to be proved. Thus, it is suffkient to prove (7). Assume the contrary. Then we can find r > 1 and a sequence
such, that jl(CZk,i,, t) > tJIkci".
The rest of the proof is different for dense and discrete valuations.
2. Let the valuation of K be dense. We are given an arbitrary E > 0. By (4) we can choose t, E G, that is arbitrarily close to t and satisfies the condition
for an infinite set of i's and we may assume that it holds for the whole sequence (8). Let E, = {x E I',, 1 la,Jx)l rk < 1 for k > m}.
We have
I?=1
Let xi,, xi7 ,..., Xis, be all zeros of Ukci,(x) in ii,. Then, considering also (IO), we obtain
We denote by mes V the greatest lower bound of the sum of radii of disks from K covering the set I? (For the properties of mes I' in detail see [I] ). By Lemma II [ 1 ] ' we can find a set Vi c r,, such that mes Vi = it,, 1'1 lx-xxii( > ($ x@G vi.
.j=
I
Comparing this with (13), we obtain
From here, by (9), it follows:
. Choosing E so that (1/2e)' > q-', we get in the extension of at least one from these disks is less than E 1 k"'l. Hence, there can be found an open disk Vc r, with the radius t, in which this holds for an infinite set of k"'. We can assume that for the whole sequence (B), we have where V(ak(i)r V) means the number of zeros of Us,,, in I? We denote E,=(xEZ-I(a,(x)lrk< l,lkl>m).
Let xi, , ?ciz ,..., xis, be all the zeros of u,,~,(x) in l? Then
j=l
Let a be such that at E G, at ( mes V. By Lemma II [ 11 there exists a set Vi c V such that mes Vi < af and
' Theorem 2 11) states in particular that if (E,) is an increasing sequence of sets from K. then mes(U; , E,) = lim,,, (mes E,).
Substituting this in (15), we obtain
If we choose E such that (a/e)" > v-', then
From this inequality and (9) it follows:
Comparing this with (14), we see that tEmn Qc vi for I k"' 1 > m.
Hence mes(E, n I-') < mes Vi < at < V and at the same time by Theorem 2 [ 1 ]
lim (mes(E, n V)) = mes u (E, n V) = mes(r, n P') = mes V.
m-cc m
The lemma is proved.
MAIN ASSERTIONS
Now we turn to the theorem of Hartogs. For dense and sicrete valuations the formulations will be slightly different. First we show an intermediate result. (1) for each xE U(R,Sj, f is holomorphic separately in every of the other vuriubes;
(2) for each y = (y, ,..., y,) E V, x --. x V,, where Vi is a certain disk from ULO+r,, the function f is holomorphic in x.
Then :
(1) if the valuation on K is dense the function f is holomorphic in the domain (16) 1. Let n = 1. We write y instead y, . The domain (16) takes the form (18) Suppose the valuation on K is dense. We may assume that the disk in condition (2) has the form UrO,rl. We show that for each closed interval In a similar way we argue the case when v(ak, t) < 0. Thus we obtain Iv@,, t>l <A, lkl, t E (R, S).
Now we can apply Lemma 2, and the proof is finished for this case.
2. Let the valuation on K be discrete. We describe briefly the proof, which is eventually analogous to the previous one. First we establish the boundedness of f in the domain U,R,,S,l x U,O,p,, R', S' E G. Then we estimate the ~(a,, t) for t E (R', S'). Using Lemma 2 we show that f(x, y) is holomorphic in the domain
U(R~~39 x U,O,T,Y where R", S" E G, [R", S"] c (R', S').
The function f can be represented now in the form f(x, Y) = 5 gi(Y)xi, gi(Y>= E cki Yk* f=-m k=O As above, estimating the v(gi, t), we obtain in view of condition (2) that f(x, y) is holomorphic in the domain U,,,,, x U,O,T,j, i.e., in the second of the domains indicated in the statement of the theorem. Hence, it can be prolonged onto the extension ot(R,Sj x oto,T,j, and since the valuation on k is dense, we obtain that the function is bounded in the domain otJIR ,,, s,,,, x oo, where [R', S' ] c (R ", S"). Now one can estimate in a proper way 'the (uk, t) for t E [R', S'], and by Lemma 2 we obtain the holomorphy off in the domain U,, ,,sjj x U,O,Tj. Finally by virtue of the logarithmic convexity of the domain of convergence of a power series, f is holomorphic in the domain fJ,R'.S', x U,O.T',' The theorem is poved for n = 1.
3. By induction it is easy to extend the theorem to n variables yi. This completes the proof. Now we go to the main theorem.
THEOREM 2. Let the finctionf, deftned in the domain u (R,.S,,) x ',RI.S,,
x '-' x UCR,,S,,~ satisfy the following conditions: (21) ( 1 > for every x E U(Ro.So)~ f is holomorphic separately in each of the remaining variables yi E UCRi,si,, i = 1, 2 ,..., n;
(2) for every y = (y, ,..., y,) x V, x ... x V,, where Vi is a certain disk from the ring u(Rl.Si), the function f is holomorphic in x E U,RO,,i,, .
Then
(1) if the valuation on K is dense, the function f is holomorphic in domain (2 1):
(2) if the valuation on K is discrete and each of the intervals (Ri, Si) includes at least four elements from G then f is holomorphic in the domain u,v u,v ..* v u,v Un+,, (22) where 'i = utRo.S,, X '** X UWml.Si-l)
x 'CR;,S;, x UCRi+,,Si+,, x *'. 
In view of condition (1) the series converges for each x E UCRo,So). Now we show that the uk(x) are holomorphic. The method from Theorem 1 is not valid here, since the series contains, in general, an infinite set of negative powers. We introduce the operator D by . ( 1 This operator, by the above remark, is defined for our function f and it is linear and continuous in the topology of the uniform convergence. Moreover,
Hence, from (23) it follows:
Df(x, y) = 2 k2(uk(x)yk + a-,(x)y-"). 
and D,.f =&?fm.
It is easy to show that D,f(x,y)= '? x(~k2)...
The coefficients in this series are equal to (A)(k'z-'); hence they are integers, and therefore series (26) is majorised by the corresponding remainder of series (23). From (24) and (25) 
This series by condition (1) converges for each x E UtR,,SOJ. Estimating now v(uS, t) as in Theorem 1, by means of Lemma 2 we find that f is holomorphic in domain (21) for n = 1. The case when the value is discrete is considered analogously. Thus the theorem is proved for n = 1, i.e., for two variables. Now we suppose that the theorem holds for n -1 variables yi. Let x be fixed. Then by virtue of condition (1) the function f is holomorphic in each of the variables yi and therefore by the induction hypothesis it is holomorphic in all of them. Hence we can write it in the form (31) where k = (k, ,..., k,), yk = y:l . . . y",n. Fixing y2,..., y, we obtain by Theorem 1 that the uk(x) are holomorphic in UcR,,S,,j. Further, as in Theorem 1, one proves that f is bounded in the domain q/&q, x v; x ..-x VA, where [R;, S;] c (RO, S,) and V\ is a closed disk in Vi. Let in this domain ]f(x, y)] < M. Without loss of generality we can think that 0 E V,!, i = l,..., n. Then by (31) in view of the Cauchy inequality we obtain la,(x)l < Mr;kv,k2 *'* Y,kn, where li is the radious of Vi.
Then where jkl = Ik,l -t ..a + j k, ], t E (I?;, S;). From here as in Theorem 1 we obtain the inequality p(uk, t) < A f 1 k I, and using Lemma 2 we prove that f is holomorphic in domain (21). In a similar way we consider the case of discrete valuation. Theorem 2 is proved completely.
